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Discovering improved electrocatalysts is critical for many technologically important processes and for the development of
new clean-energy technologies. High-throughput methods for
measuring fundamental electrochemical properties are demonstrated through the investigation of oxygen-evolution catalysis
by using 665 oxide compositions containing nickel, iron,
cobalt, and cerium. The behavior of each composition is characterized in 1.0 m NaOH(aq) by using a scanning drop threeelectrode cell to perform chronopotentiometry (CP) and cyclic
voltammetry experiments. CP measurements at different current densities identify different composition–performance
trends, owing to underlying variations in fundamental electrochemical behavior. We report systematic, coincident, composition-dependent trends in the Tafel slopes and the reversible
redox potentials of the catalysts. Applying high-throughput
electrochemical methods provides insight into composition–
property–performance relationships and motivates new directions for the study of catalyst mechanisms by using informatics
and theory.

Discovering improved electrocatalysts for the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) is of great importance for efficient solar-fuel
generation, electrowinning of metals, regenerative fuel cells,
and recharging metal–air batteries.[1] The slow kinetics of the
four-electron OER mechanism requires large overpotentials to
drive water oxidation at appreciable current densities.[1a–c]
Among the numerous compositions investigated, mixed-metal
oxides in the (Ni–Fe)Ox and (Ni–Co)Ox composition spaces are
among the most active and most studied OER catalysts.[1b, 2]
Although this technologically important reaction has been
studied for more than 50 years, many of the mechanistic details remain under investigation. Recently, we established highthroughput methods to systematically investigate the performance of pseudoquaternary material libraries as OER electrocatalysts and have reported a new, highly active catalyst compo-
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sition region in the (Ni-Fe-Co-Ce)Ox composition space.[3c] Our
continued investigation of this material system has revealed
systematic trends in electrochemical signals, which provides
a connection between the previously known Ni–Fe and newly
discovered Ni–Co–Ce catalysts.
Recent efforts in the development of high-throughput catalyst screening have produced measurement schemes that rely
on an indirect figure of merit (FOM), such as imaging the thermal output of active catalysts, the fluorescence of pH indicators, and the fluorescence of an O2-sensitive material.[4] These
techniques generally produce an empirical, scalar metric of catalytic activity for each library sample, which is used to identify
optimal catalysts under particular experimental conditions.
To access fundamental electrochemical properties[5] and to
characterize catalyst performance beyond an engineering
FOM, we developed high-throughput methods for a wide variety of electrochemical experiments.[3] By using these methods,
we map composition–property–performance relationships in
the (Ni–Fe–Co–Ce)Ox composition space, providing new directions for the study of the OER mechanism with these newly
discovered Ce-rich catalysts.
We have previously reported the OER catalyst performance
(overpotential at 10 mA cm2) for 5456 compositions at
3.3 at. % intervals for the entire (Ni–Fe–Co–Ce)Ox composition
space.[3c] The most interesting variations in activity lie in a pseudoternary cross-sectional plane containing 665 compositions,
as depicted in Figure 1 a. These compositions were synthesized
on a single glass substrate with a conductive F-doped SnO2
coating by using inkjet printing of elemental precursor inks;
each composition was characterized by using a scanning drop
three-electrode cell (SDC), as previously reported[3a, c] (see the
Supporting Information). The compositional maps of the electrochemical overpotential, h, for the OER in 1.0 m NaOH(aq) at
current densities, J, of 1, 10, and 19 mA cm2 were determined
by using chronopotentiometry (CP) measurements (Figure 1).
For each current density, well-established performance trends
are observed, in which a newly discovered family of catalysts,
with approximately 50 % Ce, yield the lowest overpotential
values at low current densities. The relative performance of
these new catalysts compared to the previously known transition-metal-oxide catalysts evolves with increasing current
density.
To confirm that different composition regions exhibit unique
h–J relationships, select compositions (Ni50Fe30Co17Ce3,
Ni40Fe20Co20Ce20, and Ni30Fe7Co20Ce43) were synthesized by
using the same inkjet-synthesis method onto glassy carbon rotating disc electrodes (RDEs). Figure 2 shows the h–J relationChemElectroChem 2014, 1, 524 – 528
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Figure 1. a) Selection of a pseudoternary composition space from the quaternary tetrahedron is shown with compositions colored using the CMYK scheme.
For the pseudoternary compositions, the OER overpotential is mapped for b) 1, c) 10, and d) 19 mA cm2

ships of these RDEs obtained by using standard CP, chronoamperometry (CA), and cyclic voltammetry (CV; 10 mV s1) in O2bubbled 1.0 m NaOH(aq) at 1600 rpm rotation. The exponential
relationship between the current and the overpotential, tradi-

Figure 2. For the three representative compositions, a) Ni50Fe30Co17Ce3Ox,
b) Ni40Fe20co20Ce20Ox, and c) Ni30Fe7Co20Ce43Ox, the high-throughput SDC CP
measurements are shown with a suite of standard RDE measurements. The
Tafel slope fit to the SDC CP measurements is also shown.
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tionally quantified by the Tafel slope, is consistent in the RDE
and SDC data, demonstrating the robust measurement of Tafel
slopes though the high-throughput SDC technique. Any discrepancies in the absolute current density between the two
measurements are probably caused by the differences in mass
transport and the electrochemically accessible surface area.
To visualize the compositional variation of Tafel slopes,
a pseudobinary set of compositions were selected from the
pseudoternary triangle, as shown in Figure 3 a. The pseudobinary line connects two ternary faces of the quaternary space
with endpoints of Ni50Fe37Co13 from the previously known transition-metal catalyst region and Ni25Co25Ce50 from the new Cerich catalyst region. The CP results and corresponding Tafel
slopes are shown in Figure 3 b as a function of composition
along this pseudobinary line. The continuously varying Tafel
slope describes the performance trend discussed above, most
notably that the new Ni25Co25Ce50 catalyst region is superior at
low current densities and that the optimal composition shifts
towards the traditional Fe–Ni region with increasing current
density.
The Tafel slope is directly related to the electrochemical reaction mechanism and specifically to the rate-limiting step.[6]
However, because multiple reaction mechanisms may be proposed to yield the same Tafel slope, ascribing a particular reaction mechanism based solely upon a measured Tafel slope is
controversial.[1a, 5a, 6, 7] Many mechanisms have been proposed
and evaluated for the OER;[1a, 7, 8] however, to our knowledge,
no proposed mechanism would produce the Tafel slope of approximately 80 mV per decade, which is observed for the highCe catalyst composition (Figure 2 c). Moreover, the continuous
variation in Tafel slope with composition (Figure 3 b) requires
a more sophisticated explanation. As explained in the Supporting Information, the variation in Tafel slope from the wellknown 45 mV per decade value for Ni–Fe oxides is not solely
caused by changes in catalyst resistivity. The observed behavior may result from the shifting importance of two different
mechanisms or rate-determining steps with different Tafel
slopes, the addition of which produces a continuum shift in effective Tafel slope. Alternatively, the observed behavior could
ChemElectroChem 2014, 1, 524 – 528
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Figure 3. a) The selection of a pseudobinary compositions space from the
pseudoternary space of Figure 1 a. b) The SDC CP measurements and derived Tafel slope are shown as a function of pseudobinary composition.

result from a continuous variation in the rate of a process that
is Ce-mediated. Ce is well known as an oxygen reservoir in oxidation reactions because of its low redox potential, and is
known to be a good oxygen-ion conductor that possessed
a high surface-oxygen exchange density at elevated temperatures.[9] The surface-oxygen exchange density and oxygen conductivity are strongly mediated by grain boundaries and segregation of other cations to the grain boundaries.[9d] The catalysts shown in Figure 3 are X-ray amorphous, and further investigation is required to elucidate any relationships among their
microstructures, Tafel slopes, and reaction mechanisms.
The discovery of a composition-dependent Tafel slope provides an unprecedented platform for further investigation of
catalysis mechanism through material characterization, operando measurements, and theoretical studies. Recent investigations of Ni–Fe OER electrocatalysts has demonstrated that the
addition of FeOx to NiOx produces an increase not only in catalytic activity but also in the equilibrium potential of the
Ni(OH)2/NiOOH redox couple.[2b] To investigate if a similar trend
is exhibited in the Ni–Fe–Co–Ce system, a second composition
library, with the same compositions described above, was characterized by using CV after a series of CP experiments. As described in the Supporting Information, the h–J data for each
leg of CV was modelled to extract the current, Jsample, associat 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 4. a) The current corresponding to the oxidation and reduction of the
catalyst film, as derived from SDC CV measurements for 11 equally spaced
compositions on the pseudobinary line of Figure 3 a. b) The pseudoternary
map of the average catalyst oxidation potential. c) Map of the Tafel slope
from the SDC CP measurements; shown for comparison to the trend in (b).
d) By using the pseudobinary compositions from Figure 3, the correlation of
the oxidation potential and Tafel slope is demonstrated.

ed with oxidation and reduction of the catalyst. The CV model
was found to be robust for 0 < h < 380 mV during the forward
sweep and 0 < h < 320 mV for the reverse sweep, as shown in
Figure 4 a for 11 equally spaced compositions along the pseudobinary composition line in Figure 3. This series of redox
measurements shows a complex but systematic composition
dependence of redox behavior. Each Jsample signal contains approximately equal and opposite redox charge on the forward
and reverse sweeps, indicating that the reactions are reversible. The Jsample signals from some composition regions appear
to arise from a single redox process, but many compositions
produce complex redox signals, apparently arising from multiple, poorly resolved redox processes.
Although additional modeling is required to provide a detailed understanding of these oxidation and reduction waves,
for the present report, we extract a simple scalar descriptor for
each composition. By using the forward sweep portion of
ChemElectroChem 2014, 1, 524 – 528
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Jsample, the average sample oxidation potential is calculated according to Equation (1):
Esample ¼

R 380mV
0mV

R 380mV
hJsample dh 0mV
Jsample dh

ð1Þ

For a single oxidation process Esample is equivalent to the potential of the peak current that is typically used in electrochemical analysis, and, for a multiprocess signal, it is the current (or charge)-weighted average potential of the oxidation
peaks. The pseudoternary map of Esample is shown in Figure 4 b,
and the corresponding map of the Tafel slope is shown in Figure 4 c. The striking similarity of the composition maps of Esample
and Tafel slope is quantified by using the pseudobinary compositions (Figure 4 d). The statistical correlation of the two fundamental electrochemical properties investigated herein may
be simply attributed to independent relationships with the underlying composition. However, this correlation motivates the
investigation into a link between the energetics of the oxidation of a catalyst and its OER catalysis. The linear correlation
suggests that metal oxides that undergo redox transitions
closer to the reversible potential for oxygen evolution exhibit
higher Tafel slopes. Although oxidation of metal oxides prior to
their OER catalysis has been observed in many studies, only
a few reports discuss the influence of the oxidation peak position on the kinetics of the water oxidation by using engineering FOMs. Hickling and Hill reported a linear correlation between the OER overpotential at high current density (1 A cm2)
and the redox potential of the catalyst for ten metal anodes.[10]
Rasiyah and Tseung extended the study to six different metal
oxides and observed a similar correlation between the onset
potential of oxygen evolution and the redox potential of the
electrocatalysts.[11] During the studies of homogeneous catalysis for CO2 reduction and oxygen reduction reactions, a strong
correlation between the redox potential of the molecular catalyst and the electrocatalytic current was also observed.[12]
Although the focus of this communication is high-throughput mapping of fundamental electrochemical parameters in
composition space, we note that Figures 3 and 4 represent important implications for engineering of catalyst electrodes. The
Tafel slope indicates the decrease in overpotential that can be
attained by increasing the electrochemically active surface
area. For a given OER current density, engineering a higher catalyst surface area will produce a significant decrease in overpotential for the high-Ce catalyst compared to the low-Ce catalyst. If catalyst oxidation is a prerequisite for catalytic activity,
decreases in operational overpotential are limited by the redox
potential of the pertinent catalyst redox couple. Figure 4 a
shows that, for the Ni25Co25Ce50 catalyst region, this reversible
redox potential is near an overpotential of 110 mV. The challenge to materials engineers is to fabricate catalyst electrodes
that produce technologically relevant current densities at an
overpotential approaching this very low limiting value.
The high-throughput, high-fidelity electrochemical characterization employed in this study provides detailed information,
both with respect to compositional trends and to propertyperformance relationships. The ability to generate extensive,
high-quality electrochemical data as a function of composition
 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

and processing conditions sets the stage for a new paradigm
in materials-science research. These capabilities provide new
research directions for catalyst discovery and development,
and require that models of reaction mechanisms explain continuum behavior changes across complex composition spaces.
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